DECK PANEL TO GIRDER ATTACHMENT (NEW CONSTRUCTION)

SECTION A

ALTERNATE LAG SCREW INSTALLATION NOTES:
- LAG SCREWS SMALL 10mm (Dia) x 200mm LONG (6 REQUIRED)
- PRE-DRILLING FOR LAG SCREW HOLES SHALL BE AS FOLLOWS:
  - 19 mmDia HOLE FOR SHANK PENETRATION LENGTH INTO CROSSTIE ONLY
  - 12.5 mmDia HOLE FOR FULL PENETRATION LENGTH INTO CROSSTIE ONLY
- A NON-PETROLEUM LUBRICANT (E.G. SOAP) MAY BE USED TO FACILITATE INSTALLATION
- IF LAG SCREWS HAVE BEEN INSTALLED MORE THAN TWO TIMES OR IF LAG SCREWS ARE STRIPPED, USE BOLT THROUGH OPTION
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